MY PRESENTATION

By Zhongzhou Chen

Hello!
ABOUT MY ACADEMIC

- I was in a major called Nuclear Medical Technology, but that’s not my dream major, and I changed it to Physical Therapy.
- I am not doing so well on my class because of the interest, but I will try.
THE JOB THAT I DESIRED

Physical Therapist

- It helps people physically.
- It makes myself happy.
FAVORITE SPORTS

Swimming

Biking
THE REASON WHY I CHOOSE UB

✓ Professors are good
✓ Counselors are good
✓ Environments are good
✓ UB is good for my major
WHAT I WANT UB TO CHANGE

- UB’s dining halls are not really making healthy food!
- Dorming costs A LOT!
WHAT I HAD LEARNED

- Keep my system in latest update.
- Need to have a Anti-Virus software, and turn firewall on.
- The history of computer, from 1936 until now.
- The Quantum technology, which will appear in the future.
- The using of programs, device set up, such as home router.